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code craft the practice of writing excellent code pete - code craft is an awesome book for anyone who wants to be a
better developer it touches on a lot of practices viewpoints areas of conflict and focuses on turning you into an individual
who can work well in a software development environment while leaving the technology language specific details to other
books, the pragmatic programmer wikipedia - the pragmatic programmer from journeyman to master is a book about
software engineering by andrew hunt and david thomas published in october 1999 first in a series of books under the label
the pragmatic bookshelf it is an influential book in software engineering and it is used as a textbook in related university
courses the book does not present a systematic theory but rather a, amazon com customer reviews code craft the
practice of - code craft is an awesome book for anyone who wants to be a better developer it touches on a lot of practices
viewpoints areas of conflict and focuses on turning you into an individual who can work well in a software development
environment while leaving the technology language specific details to other books
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